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We faced all the problems to be discussed below when we attempted to construct
and study abstract mechanisms based on a grammar of French. wc studied Equi'
NP Deletion (Gross 1968, 1975) at a time when the same phenomenon in English
same lor
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in a way different from that used in all previously studied

cases. Variations were

minor most of the time: prepositions could appear or not, a special tense or mood
generalizawas involved, etc. We were forced to conclude that we could obtain no
tion without I reasonably complete study of the lexical items of the language and
their syntactic uses. The next step was to build a classification for the data collected
in this systcmatic fashion.z After more than ten years of investigation, our objectives--which were initially those of GG-have been entirely shifted to numerous
new problems, raised by these large-scate experiments and by theoretical elaboration

of the resutting data.
Important differences between this work and standard generative studies need to
could have
Ue maae explicit. The present remarks lead to a clear conclusion: GG
been demonstrated to be a descriptive method far superior to all previous traditional
and structural sttempts. But the insistence on an exp€rimental paradigm which

is
depends entirely on introspection to provide the linguistic examples, and which
.*pti"iUy motivated by a desire to treat linguistics at an abstract level of argumentation, has caus€d the field to evotve toward some surprising philosophical speculations. Work based on sentences demonstrably acceptable to all but a few speakers
of English-at least as it would be construed by linguists outside this philosophical
schooi-has almost entirely vanished. Academic discussions on forms of Universal
Grammar have aPPeared instead.
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in
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explicit
made
never
the last c€ntury. Although
reconstructed from the practice of specialists:

l. LtNcUsnc F c'ts. The notion of linguistic

(a) comparative linguistics has for its object of study the evolution and/or

paienttrooO of language. As a consequence, a fact will be a linguistic form relating
iwo languages or two 'states' (in time) of the same language'
(b)
traditional grammar, the notion of fact is especially variable (Chevalier
facts have been linked primarily to pedagogy of native languages, with
special attention given to spelling (mainly agreement rules) and to literary stylistics.

t*tj.

I;

1975), we studied the distribution of thc scntential complements
independently, that of thc infinitive complements V-rxr O (S without its
subject). ln cach case, more than 2,6fi) V's are involvcd, wc obscrvcd strict coincidence
bctwecn thc two distributions, with essentially thrce classcs of cxceptions:
(Table I
(a) about 70 verbs, modals, and aspectuals havc only the innnitivc construction
in Gross 1975);
(b) tE0 othcrs that take only infinitives are scmantically characterizable by a notion of
'displacemcnt'(Tables 2 and 3);
(c) about20oothcrshavconlyscntentialcomplemcnts:theyarcscmanticallycharactcrized
by thc notion'logical dcduction"
ebstrsct
i.c. about 2,4-010, harc both constructions. under such conditions, the

r

In particular (Gross

kd qi S-and,

All othcr v's,

notionofcomplemcntizcr,whichappearsinallworksonEqui'hasnomcaning.Nonethe|ess,
lack of an analogous study for Erlslish led lo its gcneralized usc'
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Teaching foreign languages brings out other grammatical facts, guch as the usc of
prepositions, word order etc.
(c) In structural linguistics, additional facts are the strings of categories, i.e.
Byntactic forms (Bloomfield 1933, Harris 1946).
(d) In transformational grammar, Harris 1952 changed the notion of tinguistic
fact by making REL^noNs between syntactic forms thc ccntral point. chomsky 1956
defined a sct of hypotheses about the form of these relations. For him, a new
category of facts is any construction or putative relation between constructions that
will restrict hypotheses; these are facts about the metalanguage he has proposed.
An erample will illustrate some of these transformational concepb. Study of
similar syntactic forms invariably leads to the following situation: given a syntactic
property, some forms have it, and others don't. Considcr:

(l)

a. King John launched an attack against the city.
b. King John watched an attack against the city.

In both scntences, King John is the subject, and an ottack agalwt the ctty is the
direct object, which in turn is analysed as containing a head (an auack\ and a noun
complement (against the city). From another point of view, thc scntences are
different: with to launch, but not with ro watch, the phrase agarn.rt the city is also a
complement of thc main verb. This conclusion is a conscquence of the differenccs
in acceptability obscrved in the following pairs:
(2)

a.
b.

It is against the city that King John launched an attack.
.It is against the city that King John watched an attack.
An attack was launched against thc city by King John.
was watched against the city by King John.

tAn attack

This is a type of fact which is looked for in GG, bccausc

it

rcveals unconscious

constraints by speakers ofa language.
In traditional grammar, this example would be construed as being typical of the
situation of rule and exception. The construction in which againsr ne iity has two
roles presumably would be exceptionat, since it is limited to verbs likc to launch,
which scem less numerous than the others.3 GG has inherited thesc empirical
features from traditional grammars; cf. Chomsky (1972:12G;7):
'In intcnrion, rt lcert, tnditional rcholarly grunmsnr rrc gcneratir,e trsmmrn, dthough
thcy

frll shorl of achieving

thc goal of dctcrmining how scnlcnccs arc formcd or intcrpr?tcd.

A good treditional grunmar giver r full cxposition of cxccptions to rulcs, but it providcs
only hintr and cxamplcr to lllustrelc rcgular structurcs...'

The real differencc bctween GG and traditional grammar appears to lic in the
naturc of thc metalanguage which is formalizcd in GG; in traditional studies,
conccpts are imperfectly defined and fluctuate with intuitions.
I The data arc in fact more complex, since
thc phcnomenon dcpcndr on thc mein v, rhc N,
rnd thcir respcctive positions. Thcrc arc cxamplcs in subjcct positions:
An agrccment bctwecn thcm shoutd oc.ur,
An agrccmcnt bctwccn thcm would displeasc Max.
Only in the first cxemplc ctn betwcen thcmbc crtraposcd,
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But when the subject is plural or .collective'. we havc
(4) Rich politicians inhabit Manhatran.
Manhattan is inhabited by rich politicians.
Consider the verb to receiue, with this paradigm:

(5)

a.
b.
c.

Max receivcd our parcels.
Our parcels wcre rcceived by Max.
Max rcceived all possiblc guarantees.

All possible guarantees were reccived by Max.
This question will reccive all our attention.
.All our attention will be received by this question.

Such pairs show that, for a given verb, existence ofpassive forms depends on
usc,
metaphorical or not, of the verb-a use linked to particular pairs of Np's. lt also
appears that the notion of metaphor is hard to formalize; but ii has an
unmistakable

syntactic basis (Boons l92l).
The generality of such situations brings scriously inrc question the very notion
of transformation, and draws attention to the conccpt of distribution, *ii.h h",
never been investigated.
The following is another active-passive pair:

(6) a. The symbol ry' represents this function.
b. This function is rcprescnted by the symbol ,y'.
But this casc is far from clear, for sentences like za exist, with passive 7b:
(7) a. Physicists represent this function by the symbot ry'.
b. This function is represcnted by physicists by the symbol ,y'.
Now, when a passive form occurs with agent (e.g. 7b), a similar form occurs without
agent(€.9. Mysoupwaseaten).Therefore6bhastwodescriptions:(a)passivcof6a,
and (b) passive of 7a without agent.
Note that no diftculty arises with this pair:

(8) a. This reply astonished Mar.

b. Max was astonished at this reply.
This is because we can directly verify that a t this reply is not an oblique complement
ofthe verb to atronish
(9) .NP astonished Mar at this reply.

we can now scc that the problem of disringuishing agents from prepositional
complemcnte ofthe verb varies from verb to verb; each verb should
thtn iravc been
studied from this point ofview. But no generative linguist has proposed
to use a
dictionary to sort out those verbs with passive from those without. Application
of
such a simple-minded but fundamental procedure would quickly
lead, in almost any
languagc, to the discovery of examples like
(lO) a. Sharp intuitions underlie his discourse.
b. His discoursc is underlain by sharp intuitions.
Here the passive has, out ofcontext, an obligatory agent:

(ll)

.His discourse is underlain.
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The existence of such forms complicates the determination of the agent in the
analysis of examples such as 6b.
It is oflittle usc to suggest a passive ofa general kind without testing acceptability
for a significant number of sentences composed from lists o[ relevant vcrbs and

contexts. One does not s€e how the manipulation of computational devices like the
dummy symbol A or the trace marker I can contribute importantly to the empirical

description of the Passive.
Neither generative nor traditionat grammars contain any notion of enumeration
of linguistic instances. Not a single attempt to enumerate regular and exceptional
cases has ever leen made by a syntactician. Cbomsky's position on exceptions is
strange, as in the following quotation (cf. also the second sentence of the quotation
given above):
.There arc in fact exccptions to many of thc transformational rulcs given above, perhaps
all. Thesc will hevc to bc scparately listed, unless somc morc gcneral formulation can be
found to sccount for them as well. The discovery of such cxceptions is in itself of little
intercst or importancc (although thc discovcry of an eltcrnative formulation in which the
excepiions disappcar would bc highty important) ... But discovcry ofexceptions to Sram'
matical gcncratizitions is of no conscquence in itsclf, except when it lcads to an slternative,
morc comprehcnsivc gcncralization' (Chomsky 1962:244-5).

Under the most favorable interpretation, Chomsky appears to regard the exception
to a linguistic rule as a physical scientist might regard an exp€rimental result
incompatible with his theory as being caused by some unperceived error in the
experimental apparatus. Certainty a physical scientist who has not explicitly
designed an 'experimentum crucis' is reluctant to abandon his theory on the basis
of one experimental failure. Nevertheless, it is his responsibility to DEMoNSTRATE,
either by experimental repetition under better conditions or by an analysis, that
the given experimental result inconsistent with his hypothesis is in fact erroneous by
reason of experimental error. It will not do to dismiss a sentence acceptable by
those competent in a language, when theory suggests it should be unacceptable (or
conversely), simply by noting that it is an exception. Ofcourse, any natural language
wilt have exceptions, i.e. special usages;of course, one may not be able to demonstrate at once that each is idiosyncratic; but at the least, one must note all the
exceptions, even if one defers their consideration lor later study. Discussion ofl
Passive over more than twenty years is a striking example of this methodological
error, which consists basically in denying the requirement that relevant linguistic
instances be enumerated.o
In GG, NP's such as the solution of the equation by our leacher lrc aupposcd to involve the
of to soltsc, and complex problems of notational formalization can thus bc raised
(chomsky 1975:lo6F.l?). No Scncretivist has ever thouEht of avoidinS thcm by using the
c

passivc

solution of Harris 196E, which directly rclates thc two scntenccs:
(a) Our tcachcr solvcd thc cquation.
Our teachcr cffected thc solution of thc equstion'
Thc rcfation is bascd on an auxiliary vcrb, here to efcct. This verb has a passive:
(b) Thc solution of the cquotion was effcctcd by our teacher.
This passivc form cntcrs by rclativization in thc NP:
(c) thc solution of the cquation thrt was effected by our teachcr.
Now, by dctction of that wos efected, wc obtain the NP under analysis, and in a way that
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It will be hard for the specialist in a natural science to believe that such investigations have never been undertaken for questions of English syntax. Traditional
grammarians did not construct syntactic inventories either. But today we know they
did not possess methods and motivations that might have enabled them to succeed.
Transformational methods made this form of research possible; and for practically
all problems of syntax, accumulating data appears to be at least as necessary as it is
for Passive. since new insights into the nature ofsyntactic phenomen"
iik.ly to
"..the more
arise from systematic exploration with the aid of a dictionary, it is all
surprising that GG has ignored this aspect of linguistics.
Accumulating data is obviously not an aim in itself. But in alt naturat sciences
it is a fundamental activity, a necessary condition for evaluating the generality of
phenomena. Such a concept of generality or of importance of facts is totally absent
from GG, where sentences acquire significance only with respect to formalism. In
GG, a linguistic example appears to be significant only if it allows one to choose
between competing theories. In the last few years, the consequences of this view
have become caricatural. Linguists, now well-trained in formalistic manipulations,
know how to invent new theories at will, and don't restrain themselves. Under these
conditions, well-worn sentences are sufficient for all theoretical discussions: any
motivation for looking into new phenomena has been lost. In this way, GG has
settled into a state of closed-circuit functioning. I will return later to these aspects

of generative theories.

The anecdotal character of data in GG is emphasizcd by the importance given to
certain formal details. Many phenomena, traditionally treated in a few lines. are
inflated by their formalization; this should be contrasted with the considerable
number ofeasily discoverable sentenc€s left unstudied.

1.2. consider a second example: Raising, a problem that generated polemic
accounts for thc following difficuttics:
NP's whosc N has no associated v, such as the painting by Ktec, will bc obtaincd, by deletion

of that was madc,from the painting that was mode by Klee.
NP's without a corresponding transitivc y, e.g. the appeal to ,heir conscicncc by
follow from derivations like this:
(d) The policc appcalcd to thcir conscicncc+
Thc policc madc an appcal to thcir consciencc+
An appcal to thcir conscicncc was made by the policc.

rhc

police,

Various rcstrictions on thc detcrminers of these NP's arc also accountcd for (Giry-Schneidcr

1978).

Moreovcr, cxamples that bring into direct question the existence of the passive relation havc
ncvcr becn discusscd. Consider this:
(c) Max has an annoyed tonc of voicc.
His manner of speaking ir atways annoycd.

In thesc scntenccs annoyed appears all r past participle in a passivc construction, but thc activc
forms arc unacccptablc:
(f) .(Onc + this) always annoys his manner of speaking.
t(Onc + this) annoys his tone of voicc.
Thc mere mention of this fact, which affects hundreds of verbs, should bc revealing to the
rpecialist' whcrcas claboratc formalization leads him to problcms without any basis in-reality.
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discussions not long ago (Chomsky 1971, Postal 1974). The two main situations are
illustrated by pairs like these:

(12) a. It seems to me that Max is stupid.
Max seems to me (to be) stupid.
b. I believe that Max is stupid.
I believe Max to be stupid.
Chomsky considers he has shown that only the first pair involves a transformation,
and that the second pair should undergo a different formal treatment; but Postal
believes there is no significant difference between the two cases. Neither indicates
that enumeration of the verbs entering into each of the two pairs is relevant to his
theoretical position, since determining the lexical extension of linguistic forms has
no status in GG. When this determination was made for French, where the problem
is essentially the same, we found three verbs like to seem, and more than 600 like
to belieue. (The three verbs are marked with plusses in the last column of Table | .)
One might well claim that this statistical information has nothing to do with the
formal problem.? But it shows that the tyry to seemis quite limited-frozen, in a
sense-while the other type is productive, in that it may affect new verbs and new
constructions of verbs. It thus appears that the second process might well be
considered more important than the first. It should therefore be studied carefully,
and close attention paid to the formalism it requires. Our conclusions are thus
different from those of Chomsky and Postal; the concept of fact on which they are
based has an empirical foundation quite different from that used by the practitioners
of GG.
1.3. Relativization is my third example. Linguists have always proceeded as
any noun (subject, object etc.) could accept a relative clause; e.g.,

if

(13) a. The book that Max bought is poorly written.
b. Max bought the book which is on the table.
Moreover, when the retative has an attribute, as in l4a, it is used as the source of
the corresponding adjective of l4b:

(14) a. Max bought the book which is red.
b. Max bought the red book.
Aside from a remark by Kuroda (1968:265), no grammarian has discussed the
acceptability of l4a, which is quite different from that of l3b--so much so that, as a
first approximation, l4a seems unacceptable to me. Sentence l4b, which is putatively
derived from l4a, is accepted only with contrastive interpretation involving the
existence (contextual or extra-linguistic) ofother books. This observation does not
hold for l3b, or for its reduced form. Now, there are syntactic positions where
nouns cannot accept relative clauses; this is the case with ressort in the French
example Ce traaail est du ressort de Max, whose meaning and form is close to'This

t Nonethelcss, this type of data is used implicitly. For example, the fact that all verbs can
havc a subject is a statistical observation on the lexicon (of English, French etc.), since it cannot
bc made on r corpus. This remark is particularly important, b€ing thc empirical basis of the
'fundamcntal' structural dichotomy of the sentence: subject-predicate. Exceptions like Fr.
ttoici, ooild arc rarc indced.

_.
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work is within his competence', where competence accepts only relative clauses with
auxiliary verbs of the type discussed in fn. 6:
(15) This work is within the competence which hc has.
*This work is within the competence which we all appreciate.
The last sequence is rejected, despite selectional compatibility. From my point of
view, lack of the most elementary description of these restrictions precludes the
possibility ofconstructing any theory that would go further than the description of
data taken from a high school grammar. One may then question whether applications of varied mathematical logics to the problem makes any sense.
The various examples I have given indicate how a data base largely independent
of theoretical apriorisms can be built. It is virtually an absolute rute in att natural
eciences that accumulation of consistent data precedes theoretical advances.
Aocumulating and classifying facts, and constructing a global image of the language
under study, is the major experimental process, all the more in that syntactic
problems have never been approached in this way. Thus it appears, from what has
bcen observed in the last few years, that the bulk oflinguistic phenomena exhibits
great irregularity, and that in many cases the source of the irregularity lies in
historical and cultural accidents. when a property is studied, one should attempt to
evaluate whether it is general, or whether it is an accident inherited from special
circumstanccs. Diachronic discussions are then fundamental, but there is no room
for them in GG (Lightner 1975, Stdfanini 1973). Consequently, problems are
sclected in accordance with the special tastes of the linguist, and the importancc
attributed to them depends entirely on fluctuations of linguistic fashion. Numerous
examptes show clearly this absence of concern for syntactic exploration, but they
arc never recognized as such,
1.4.

I will now discuss such an example: the treatment of the so-called French
lr' in generative phonology. This question is important, because it can

'aspirated

supposedly motivate (or refute) thc existence of a cycle

in French, consider two
of liaison:
(16) tes haricots: /leariko/, tllezafikol .the beans'
les anitnaux: ./leanimo/, llezanimol .the animals'
These are orthographically distinguished by means of aspirated i. But it can bc
easily verified that thig distinction is entirely artificial, and has been explicitly
imposed by the French educational system. only so-called educated p€rsons
posse$$ th€ ,, while most French speakers struggle in vain to pronounce
/leariko/,
cnding invariably with /lezariko/. Furthermore, children never have i at the age
when they master the complete phonological system of French, i.c. before they
entcr school. Teaching lr is difficult, as can be heard daily in the classroom and in
the strect. The non-cxistence of thc linguistic problem is confirmed by the lack of
internal coherencc of data: Mros 'hero' has lr, but not fem. hCrotne; hCron,hercn'
hag lr, and fem. hcronne does too. The verb harnacher 'to harness' is supposed to
havc i, implying that lsg. je harnacherai is pronounced with schwa. However, in
3pl. ils harnacheront, the form with i is not acccpted: ./ilarnasri/. There are
numerous similar cases. Moreover, school teachers do not 'correct' liaisons of
pupils beyond the commonest syntactic positions, between article and noun and
cases
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between subject pronoun and verb. Hence, in constructions not taught at school,
all liaisons are made in the natural way, i.e. following the dominant consonant-

vowel rule:

(17) a. lzs chefs ont combattu par hCros interposds.
'The leaders fought through interposed heros.'
b. Max porte des uAtements pour hdros.
'Max wears clothes for heros.'
c. Tout Mros qu'il soitt Max a peur.
'For all the hero that he is, Max is afraid.'
(The consonant that immediately precedes ftCros must here constitute a syllable
with the d of Mros.) These aspects of the use of i are artifacts of pedagogy, and have
nothing to do with the way in which the phonological and syntactic system of
French is learned. Generative linguists, unaware of such considerations, have
argued about this phenomenon as if it were illuminating for the structure of
language (for a detailed review of these questions, see Gaatone 1978).
Numerous phenomena are of this type-i.e., they are irrelevant to the theory
cnvisaged.8 But in most cases, evaluation ofthe meaning ofa phenomenon cannot
be made from an external point of view, as in the case of ft.o It then appears
nscessary to resort to systematic coverage ofthe language under study. Such basic
coverage has not been available, since GG has undertaken no empirical tasks of
significant size. This absence of system or of criticism in choosing the collection of
linguistic examples has an immediate correlate: practically no empirical justification
of the choice of a given phenomenon as a legitimate object of study has ever been
given by generative linguists.
I now discuss the nature of theories that have been proposed under these conditions.
2. THs rHEoRv. In GG, the importance accorded to theory is easily estimated by
pcrusal of the literature. Very few publications do not pretend to contribute to a
theory or to a change of theory. Discussions invariabty refer to linguistic theory,
though the term'experimental syntax'may not have been used in twenty years.
This is surprising, because in general the design ofexperiments is inseparable from
the construction oftheories. A grammar ofa language is a theory ofthe language
(Chomsky 1972.26-7). From a more technical point of view (Chomsky 1956, Harris
l95l :372-3), a grammar is a generative device (rewriting system, algebraic system,

. It is interesting to note that Harris' models (1970, 1976) havc not bcen elaborated by thc
strndard GG methods. Onc of thc remarkablc featurcs of his thcory is that accidentrl constraints
are isolated from gcneral oncs in r special component ofthc Srammar: the cxtendcd morphophonemics. Thc gencrativc opposition bctween lcxical and transformational phenomena has
never becn discussed from this point of vicw, and any resemblance between Harris' morpho'
phonemics and the lexicon of GG can only be superficial. The rare examples presentcd in GG
cannot bc interprctcd as relevant to the cmpirical problem of determining the significant facts.
eThere arc other cxamples of linguistic'phenomena'where teaching intervenes, thus
modifying their naturc: French has liaisons and elisions, alternation of -al and -alr in the
plural, ctc. In order to take these data into account, it is imporlant to isolatc their systematic
aspccts from thc data of performance, which arc imposcd by thc social context in a variablc
snd nonJinguistic way. At prcsent, tjrc systematic and thc pcrformancc aspects are mixed.
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system of equations etc.) enabring one to compute
the shape and the meaning of
The homotog

sentences.

of a grammar,

e.g. in quantum physics, will then
be a
statement rike Schrddinger's equation, whiih permits
compuiation
.nd
trajectories of erementary particres. From
an Lpistemologicar point of view, one
should not distinguish construction of a grammar

oi*.".,

from ionstiuction

oru tr.o.y
in anv domain of science. Directions for-research
are then i;;il;
defined:
ordinarily, a process of systematic data accumuration
is una.ii"t.n,'*r,irr, i,
constantly compared with hypotheses about
rures. Today trri, tinJ
oipractice

is
easy to deverop. Accumuration can be extended
to all a.cerriute i"nguig.r, ,in..
this will alrow us to introduce in orderry fastriontore
and more general hypotheses
on the form of grammar, i.e. on human linguistic
capacities:

'"' thc most crucial problem for linguistic theory scems to bc
to abstract statemcnts and
gencrarizations from particurar. descriptivery
gram-ars, and whercver possibre
to
attributc them to the generar rhcory of linguisti;siructutc
"d"quat"

..., (chomsky lg65tu).
experiment consists in constructing and
evaluating sequences of words whoie structure
varies with three basic combinatorial
deformations: permutation, insertion, aet.tion.
irrese experiments ;;r;;
..p.oducible, at least among linguists; but no'theoreticianjaccepts-rii,
.lrr"nr".y
requirement' or the necessity of first enumeratingthe
fact,
ar-porriur..
Theoreticians contenr themserves with a few
", "o,nft..,.ty
orten
or Jouiirui l..pobility, drawn purely from intuition-thougn ttrousanos
"*'".pler,of linguistic
instances could
and should be assembred, compared, and-crassified.
Taking into account these two
impressive gaps, thc vorume ofabstract
discussion is out oIail
orro."i"" *rrr,,r,.
arbitrary selection .f ,l?^*g_1 selection principte
which ias Ueen expltcitfy
advocated by Chomsky (1972:165):

In syntax' the fundamental type of

'I bericvc that modern ringuistics has reat achicvcmcnts to its
crcdit ... But it must bc kept
in mind that thcsc achievcments owe littre
to modcrn sciencc and ress to modern
technorogy.
gathcring
Thc
of data is informar; rhcrc has ;";;;;y rirtre
usc of cxperimentar approaches
(outsidc of phonctics) or of comprcx
t""r,nrlu"r oii"ta cort""tion and data anarysis
of a
rort thst can casiry bc devised, and that
*ia"iy uscd in thc bchaviorar scienccs, The
arguments in favor of this informar proccdurc
"r" secmio mc quitc compcring;
bssic{ry, thcy
turn on thc rcalization that,.for thc iheorcticar piour"..
that scem most criticar today, it
ir not rt art difficurt to ottain a ,n"r. or
iaii witnout use of such techniques. conecquentry, Iinguistic wort, at what I
".u"i"t
bericvc
to u" itr u".t, racks many of thc fcaturcs of thc
bchavioral rcicncer.,
The first attempts to formarize rures of
syntax (the equations in Harris 1946, the
context rules in chomsky 1956 and chomsky
& schiitzcnbcrg., igii,-ano tte
transformations) red chomsky.to formulat"
u g.n".ur hypothesis: grammars bcrong
to the class of formal systerns (i.e. rewriting
ryi .rO. since then, research has been
directed toward the discussion of facts
thatiestri.i-ir,. ro.,o th;*;;;;;;r'rlrr.rr,
the aim being to render as specific as possible
ii. ro.n, of"f grammars of natural
languages' This approach may seem tegitimate
at first, but it presents a pecuriarity
to be examined rater: at arguments have been
made with respect to .LASSES OF
F'RMAL GRAMMAR' (i.e. sets of grammars
defined a_priori), u"d ;;i *i;h;rp".,
,o
pARrrcuLAR GRAMMAR'
oF LANCUAGES. We w'r see in
$5 that this prog.",n-i, l.l"tro
to that of mathematical linguistics
But constructing grammars of particurar
ranguages must stiil bc an integrar part
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of the program of linguistics, since a grammar is a model of morpho-syntactic
knowledge acquired by native speakers (Lakatos | 978). There is then a fundamental
behavioral inconsistency between (a) the idea that GG provides the basis upon
which to discover a theory of language and (b) the total lack of a program for constructing grammars of particular languages. The generative approach, initially
justified by reason of its contributions to making precise a variety ofl grammatical
procedures, has arrived at a state in which linguistic research based on systematic
empirical work has been dismissed as irrelevant. Obtaining as complete and detailed
I picture as possible of any language is no longer a task for this 'linguistics'. Thus
generative syntax has become a new rhetoric whose vocabulary takes its inspiration
from logic, syntax, and computer sciences. Its purpose appears to be limited to the
construction of abstract representations for a small body of artificially concocted
(mainly English) sentences.
The evolution of the notion 'transformation' illustrates the way empirical
problems have disappeared, to be replaced by abstract speculation, Consider the
original notion introduced by Harris 1952. It has approximately the form

(18)

S'+S,

This allows one to derive sentence form 52 (e.g. a passive) from another S, (e.g. an
active). Chomsky 1965 renounced this formulation entirely and insisted on the
nec€ssity of a level of rssrnrct structure, the deep or basic structure DS from
which transformations derive surface structures, namely sentence forms like Sr, Sr,
We then have
DS
sr

r'\

s2

This attitud€ eliminates the empirical basis of transformations which was made
explicit by direct relationship between S, and Sr, and creates at a purely abstract
level a complex geometry for tree structures. However, before trying to determine
the tree shape of DS, the question whether a linguistically-based relationship exists
between 51 and 51 must be answered. This question is mainly empirical, and does
not prejudge the ronuu NATURE of relations. But in GG, these sorts of facts are
never discussed as such; they vanish behind formal devices and abstract calculi that
then necessarily become the object of linguistics.
Clear separation between questions ofexistence ofrelations among sentences and
geometric problems of sentence structure would provide greatly improved understanding of both theoretical and empirical questions. In fact, problems of existence,
such as those mentioned about Passive, arise in the same terms in any theoretical
framework. Their discussion is identical, whether in Chomsky's generative framework or in Harris' algebraic system. However, theoretical arguments and problems
are quite different in these two formal approaches. Chomsky has attempted to
construct a geometry for the deformations of trees, and his main purpose seems to
be a search for abstract conditions on the deformations. Harris has minimized the
amount offormalization needed to relate sentences to each other, and has defined
an algebraic structure on classes of sentences practically independent
the
geometry of sentences. There are still other ways to formalize these phenomena
(e.9. Postal 1977).

of
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The hypothetical character of all these formalisms should now be clear. While
most linguists deeply believe that a grammar must be a formal system, I consider that
the validity of the notion of a geometry for constituent structure has not yet been
demonstrated or even made plausible. Moreover, it is equally clear that, in the
present state of knowledge, a linguistically significant correspondence between
sentences can be accommodated within a wide range of formalisms, among which

rewriting systems are only one example.
Formal exploration of theories has proved extremely fruitful in physics. But in
linguistics, this mode of thinking has had some negative effects. One may even
suppose that the reason many new and important phenomena have not been subjects
for study is their incompatibility with generative theories. Thus rewriting rules (e.g.
S + NP VP, VP --+ V NP) describe only roc.rl dependencies. For example, while
the N head of an NP depends on (is selected by) a V, other elements internal to the
NP (e.g. determiner, modifiers) depend on N and not on V. But there are numerous

syntactic situations that involve nonlocal constraints. Belief in gcnerality of
generative models, all local, has caused paradigms like the following to be overlooked:

(19) a. 'Max drives at the speed.

.Max drives at

I

speed.

'Max drives at the astonishing

b.

speed.

Max drives at an astonishing speed.
Max drives at the legal speed.

trMax drives at a legal speed.

This paradigm con@rns numerous adverbials, and in this sense has considerable
importanc€ (cf. fn. 5). In the same way, consider the following pairs, made up of
$entences closely related in meaning:

(20) a. Mary's lucidity surpriscd Max.
Mary surprised Mar with her lucidity.
b. Max liked Mary's lucidity.
Mar liked Mary for her lucidity.

In thc (b)

scntences, there is a special relationship between

ments (witlr

I

Mary and the complc-

for) her lucidity, which behave like common indirect

complements.

Considcr the pairs:
(21) a. The totality of the books will go to Max.
The bookg will go to Max in their totality.
b. tMax read the cntirety of those books.
Max read those books in their entirety.

Thc relation betwecn sentences of each pair involves a constraint between the
predcterminer the totality, the entirety, and the noun Dool<s. This relation was also
obscrved in the preceding pairs; in subject position, it takes the form

(22) h" N6 o/N1l V X : [rp Nrl V X ["" rner Ns]
Here No is the NP head of the subject, N, its noun complement; the relation
'restructures' the whole subject and extraposes its head. Thc relation is analogous

in object position.
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Note that this problem, the localization of quantifiers, is more general, for it also
bears on the analysis

of

(23) Max read the books (entirely

*

in their entirety).

Here the adverbials derived from the predeterminer entirety affect the noun and
not the verb:

(24) *Max read (entirely

*

in their entirety).

these pairs are quite general, and are observed with almost all verbs (Gross
of these relations brings into question
the way nouns and determiners are introduced with respect to verbs. But these
phenomena are never mentioned in GG. It is difficult to relate such sentences in
GG, since they would require operations more complex than those of Raising; one
may then suppose it is such difficulties of fitting them into the generative framework

All

1977). They are important, because exlstence

that have caused them to be overlooked by linguists.
I mention now another category of facts never investigated in GG-perhaps
because they are too precise! Syntactic rules are always limited to certain lexical
items; e.g., Raising is limited to certain verbs. Postal 1974 provides substantial lists
of verbs for English; and as I indicated, recent work on French grammar put us
atso in a position to provide lists. But there is an important difference between the

two enumerations: for French, we can assert that there are NO VERBS other than
the three mentioned. In this way, we provide complete lexical localization of the
phenomenon, a notion which is not thought to be relevant in GG. Only the fact that
systematic classification is available allows us to formulate statements of this form.
Moreover, study of French has led us to the following observation: the phenomena
that would be called lexical by Chomsky are the rule, while the ones he termed
transformational are quite rare. In other words, when one possesses an extensive
picture ofa language, i.e. a categorization ofthe great bulk ofthe lexical elements
and their local constraints, one sees that the formal notion of transformation, as
promulgated by GG, is of marginal importance. GG bears only on insignificant
and arbitrary parts of the materials. Moreover, it has never developed the means to
verify its limitations.
The considerable efforts invested in creation of a theoretical level are explained
in great part by the GG linguists' adherence to c€rtain philosophical principles, e.g'
the ever-present idea that an adequate linguistic theory must have a form yielding to
mathematical analysis, and hence producing formal results of deep linguistic
meaning. within linguistics, it is hard to find empirical support for this faith.
Moreover, $5 below shows that the results of mathematical linguistics do not
encourage such hopes. Nonetheless, the quest for abstract constraints that restrict
the class of possible formal grammars is practicalty the only current activity of GG.
From a point ofview external to linguistics, one can explain this search only by a
narrow concept of science. It is true that, in physics, analysis of fundamental
equations has led to spectacular predictions; but this situation is rather unique,
Biology, botany, chemistry (until recently), and geology do not have this character.

The special status of physics has been made popular since Kant by philosophy
textbooks which still, too often, neglect the discussion of other natural sciences.
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Numerous linguists seem to have been victimized by the necessity of reaching, at all
cost, the so-called scientific level of mathematical prediction.
It is worth mentioning that a whole domain of linguistics exists which adheres to
the standard procedures of empirical science: Indo-European comparative grammar.
Observing the similarity between Sanskrit and European languages was the initial
step, made in the l6th century, and more adequately in the lSth century by Sir
William Jones. Since then, observations have been accumulated; they were of an
etymological naturc at first, but became more and more comparativc up to th€
beginning of the lgth c€ntury. At that point, Bopp assembled and classified data
in such a way that he was able to abstract general featuresshared bythe languages
studied. Schleicher then made a further abstraction: he hypothesized their common
origin, the Indo-European language. Since then, there have been numerous
advances, and many applications ofthe theory have been made. The history ofthc
field should have served as a model for present-day linguistics.
Analogy between physical theory (or, more genetally, any theoty in the hard
iciences) and linguistic theory is revealing of the attitudes I am discussing. The
tnost striking difference is that the abstract level (even when not mathematical) of
scriously founded theories has been reached only after decades or even centuries of
work, during which facts have been accumulated, classified, and made coherent by

locally applicable theories with constant concern for systematic investigationconditions that are all necessary to any important generalization. In contrast,
generative linguistics has grown into a field of abstract discussion of formal notations that undergo rapid and extensive variation with no sign of convergenc€; in its
haste to gencralize episodic observation, GG has left no room for the possibility of
accumulating systematic data.
This philosophy has confined GG to a level of abstraction that is by now independent of the great body of linguistic data. But so far, the propos€d theories
present no interest in themselves. In fact, the formal mechanisms used by theoreticians are simply (within terminological changes) thosc uscd by professional
programmers who spccialize in the treatment of non-numerical data. For example,
the dummy symbol A is essentially a reserved memory whose content is specified
by program; the trace symbol t is an address pointer; the bar notation is an indexing
devicc for the number of times a loop is entered, etc. Arguments about these
mechanisms of abstract grammar are then isomorphic to those involved in optimization of the programming of any algorithm. The choice between two theories, e.g.
bctween 'generative' and 'interpretative', is analogous to the choice between
SNOBOL and PL/I for a given program-with the operational difference that a

programmer for whom the result would be sufficiently important can always
program his algorithm in both languages, and choose according to the performance
of the program in each language. In the same situation, generative linguists have
not succeeded in exhibiting any experimental clues favoring the superiority ofone
system over another. One more difference between linguists and programmers is
that the latter are of necessity more rigorous because they are limited by convention
to certain well-defined languages._ligCUlqlq, iglbg_Sg4lgIy.lend-lp lelt-efeltat
fol4nal devices constitutes an original and creative contribution to
om seelng
thc field. Lack ofscientific culture
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ge_neral trivial, and that numerous mechanisms (together
with variants) can often be
proposed by professional programmers.lo Such mechanisms would
be those that
linguists pompously call'alternative theories', and which they praise for.empirical
adequacy' and'explanatory power'.
other signs of this limitation to abstract levels can be pointed out. Thus the
distinction between competence and performance is the one made by physicists
between LEGTTTMATE and lcrull- behavior: tegitimately, a particle should
behaue
according to an equation; actually, the environment always determines discrepancies. The psychological terminology corresponds to the same doubte point
of view
on the acceptability of strings of words, i.e. on syntactic experiments: strings may
be grammatical-i.e., they may be well-formed with respect to some theoretical
competence or grammar; and they may be acceptable, i.e. observable (by
direct
intuition, or by a panel ofspeakers ofthe language). It is significant that, during the
last few years, this distinction has been submerged by many authors who use
only
the term 'grammatical', thus merging two independent points of view. This
shift

tnust be interpreted as another indication of the loss of all consciousness of

experimental work, a loss that has reduced GG to purely abstract activity with
unclear intellectual content.

3. LErnNrNc. The abstract character ofdiscussions on learning, a cornerstone of
generative construction, must also be pointed out as a consequence
of the same
ideology. It will be enough here to observe the level at which chomsky ( I 925 : l,t-35,
l5G8) discusses the problem. He represents, for the sake of clarity, a ilypotheticat
learning theory as a function Lre,D') of two variables: o for organisrnand D for
domain ofknowledge. In the course ofthe argument, he sets o
Humanand D
I'anguage for the linguistic case-a special case of a general psychobiological

:

situation, another example being

o:

Rar and D

:

Maze.

It

:

is important to

realize that GG can deal only with such metaphysical material,lr since ii has
never
constructed any actual model for a given language. Nonetheless, many questions
exist that can be submitted to theorization and corresponding experimentation,
as

soon as one has access to a meaninglully formalized description of a language.
Given
the structure of the lexicon-grammar presented above, how is it possibli foi
a native

speaker to acquire such a pattern of data? More particularly, how can acceptabil-

r0 In this
rcspcct, I nccd only quote Sussmann & Zahlcr's l97g discussion of catrstrophe
Thcory, with minor paraphrasing: 'The claim is sometimcs madc thEt dcviccs such
rs the,{
over,{ principle, trace theory etc. are the 6rst stcp toward thc devclopment ofscientific
linguistics,
whatever its shortcomings, it is said it is the onry tool we havc goi.' Defending
GG in this way
is like defending the proposal to use chicken soup as a cure for appendicitis,ly
means of thc
arSument that'It may not be a very good method, but we have nothing better.;ofcourse,
(a)
we do have something better; and (b) even if we did not, that does
notiufhce to cstablish that
chicken soup is any good as a cure for appendicitis.
rr chomsky indulges in
a phirosophical discussion of a function LT(O,D) that has no
specificity. At the samc time, Gc offers astonishingly concrete evaluation procedures
for
Srammars (Chomsky 1964:24'47). For example, the number of binary features in the rules of
a Srammar is one of the parameters used to measure the appropriateness of
a theory (Chomsky
& Halle t968:392-3). This mcchanistic way of choosing beiongs, in my opinion, either to
numerology' ot to thc most bchaviorist concept one could entertain about liarning (unless
it
has a tcchnological motivation carefully kept secret).
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ities be learned? and more cogently, non-acceptabilities, most of which are never
heard ? Such problems, for which precise numerical data could be given, deserve at
least as much attention as the hypothetical search for universal constraints on the
formal nature of language, in a context where not a single example of grammar has
yet been constructed.
Choosing the explanation of learning as the central task for linguistics has
resulted in a paradox: generative linguistics has become a behaviorist activity, a
defect repeatedly claimed to have been eliminated by the abstract level oftheorization finally reached. Generative linguists have indeed founded their doctrine on the
rudimentary observation that all restrictions of some particular language are
acquired by native speakers. This remark is, first of all, not very revealing; moreover, it makes no distinction among the various types of acquired devices. Some are,
e.g., residues of formerly productive processes, or literary experiments of a limited
nature which have been accidentally preserved. In the generative approach,
accidental facts must be considered as belonging to the language, hence to the
grammar. However, one might imagine that, apart from the mysterious way in
which children learn the basic mechanisms of sentence structure (some of which
might even be innate), there may be an important amount of rote learning that
accounts for accidental constraints. But since GG has to explain learning, it cannot
admit that distinct processes may be at work. This position is clearly revealed by
Chomsky (1964:7-8):

'It

is cvidcnt

thrt rote recall

thlt "e minimum of the

is a factor of minute importance in ordinary usc of language,
scntences which we utter is lerrnt by hcart as such-that most of

thcm, on thc contrary, arc composcd on the spur of the moment", and that "one of the
fundamcntal crrors of the old scicncc of languagc was to deal with all human utterances,
as long as thcy rcmain constant to thc common usage, as with something merely rcproduced
by mcmory" (Paul 1886:97-8).'

I must point out that the only available 'evidence' for this statement

is the

citation

from Paul. No studies are available that would provide the slightest indication about
the amount of rote learning involved. The consequences of this simplistic belief have
not yet been perceived by generative linguists: facts ofquite different kinds have been
amalgamated as if they had something in common and were of equal importance
(cf. Raising). From the point of view oflearning, all facts are treated equally; and
it is lack of a properlinguistic systemof reference thatprevents the GG linguists from
detecting priorities in the treatment of facts. Descriptions then become identical to
the same behavioristic gathering of data which is so strongly criticized.
Founding linguistics on direct explanation of learning also results in neglect of
historical and dialectal factors in synchronic grammars. But only study of these
parameters may lead to a characterization of a synchronic kernel, i.e. of the set of
general phenomena. The fallacy of arguing that a child has no access to the
8tructures of Old and Middle English precludes the use of the powerful methods of
comparative linguistics. Since there are survivals that have been tranEmitted through
generations, how can one then show that they do not belong to a system (though
learned) ? The only method consists in studying historical factors; e.g. one examines
the way a given form has evolved from Indo-European-or, using a greater fund of
documents, from Latin to the family of Romance languages.
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Numerous observation-s across ranguages are craimed
to have no validity. Many
interesting studies have been discardid ior the *o'.
,."ror,,i;ft
;;;; bratant
errors have been made. consider the case of the determiner
in English
r..n.t .
In both languages, articres are often ambiguous, with simurtaneois
"ni
interpretations
as'definite','generic','specific'etc. that depend on the tenie-aspect
orsentences
where they appear. These ambiguities iniroduce experimentar
difficurties in
evaluating the acceptability of many test strings. There is
no doubt that an ete_
mentary comparison of determiner distribution in both
languages would clarify
various problems. But a form of reasoning that involves
s"nirat ranguages is
forbidden in GG, despite the enormous amount of convincing
work accimurated
in traditional contrastive linguistics. one of the reasons invoked is
that languages
are generally learned (by children) independently ofeach
other, and thus have no
structural inffuence on each other. comparative methods have
been neglected at even
the most elementary rever of word-for-word transration between
rerald ranguages,
e.g. by chomsky (1975:97-8) when he discusses the active-passive
relation:
(25) Beavers build dams. (dams : some dams)
Dams are built by beavers. (dams : att dams).
The interpretations he serects for discussion are found in French:
(26) Les castors conslruisent des barrages.
I*s barrages sont construits par les c(Ntors.
The English examples define a probrem for chomsky, since the meanings
of the
sentences, associated by passive, are different. chomsky
draws an argumint from
this observation that supports a certain logical theory ofthe phenomeion,
and that
even justifies the so-called trace theory. But a simple look at
the transiations is
enough to verify that the phenomenon does not exist;ls the first
sentence has a
12 Thc
description of English raises a classical probrem of comparison.
Therc is a double
vocabularv: French and Germanic. A preliminary question is to deiermine
to what extcnt thii
remark is correct. In order to answer, lists of pairs of words or of sentence
forms as completc

as possible should be given; but such rists do not seem to exist (cf.

Buck | 929). Another question
is syntactic. Often' words with similar meaning have similar syntactic propirties;
this observation is the basis for attribution by traditionar grammar of erements of meaning (e.g.
ob.yect) to
properties of form (c.g. direct). onc can then ask to what
extent the two lexical sets havc the
same syntactic properties. The answcr presupposes that systematic
enumeration and comparison

should bc madc, from which one could expect surprising resurts, especiarry
ii
properties and lcxicons of French and German are also studied.
one sees ciearly"n"rogou.
why this
problem has no meaning in GG. on thc one hand, gencrative
mcthods do not iovide for

systematic survcys; on thc othcr hand, questions and answers do not
bear on formalism. Sincc
such studies neither confirm nor refute the use of any so-called theoretical
dcvice, there is no
reason for GG to take it into consideration. A first step in the study
of Romance tanguages
along these lincs has provided unexpected resutts (Elia i97g).

rr Even without rcadinS through
dictionaries to study thc distribution of phcnomena,
Chomsky might have found pairs like
(a) Cosmologists build cosmological theories.
Cosmological theories are built by cosmologists,
These show that the interpretstion under discussion depcnds on cxtralinguistic
relations bcrwecn
subject and object. Wc also have (b) and (c):
(b) Beavers appreciate dams.
Dams are appreciated by beavers.
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regulsr passive:
(27\ | Des batages sont construits par les castors.
The activc form ofthe second sentence is, just as banally,
(28) Its caslors construisent les barrages.
Le., the mcaning is preserved in both instances. Two facts, more obvious in French,
explain the pseudo-phenomenon of English quite simply:
(a) A .zero' determiner in English corresponds to two distinct forms in French:
the generic definite article les and the indefinite article (partitive du, de la, or plural
des); hence the English sentences are a-priori ambiguous. This fact is well-known to
pedagogues.

(b) Subjects with-ildcfinitciclq.rlnln9;s-lre-practica[r-su4lq9p-lable for most
FrencflfiEs-Ihis fact holds for English too (Jespersen 1924:154-5), but is lessapparent in the subject position, qinc€ it favors generic interpretations. This

@f

ambig[irytothree.

Thesc English sentences should thus be considered as degenerate forms which
raisc, before anything else, problems ofperception for their three or four interpreta'
tions. This difrculty is literally multiplicd when active and passive interpretations
ar€ put into correspondence. There exists, however, a classical question: how do
languages without determiners express semantic notions such as ' definite', ' generic'
etc.? The casc of English may be interesting as an intermediate step between
Russian, with no articles, and French with obligatory articles; but the metalanguage
of GG does not allow th€ statement of such a problem.

4. Arntuons. Chomsky has chosen to develop a modern philosophy of mind in
thc context of cybernetics and automata, i.e. in the technological environment of
electronic computers. He had to base his speculations on some new theory of
language, since no conventional theory was available to support his views. In this
way, generative theory has developed in a way that converges toward a demon'
stration of Chomsky's views about mind. This mode of thinking about language
and mind has well-known anteccdents in the Middle Ages, when emblematic
concepts were already subject to sophisticated reasoning. A passage in Dreyer
(119061 1953:234) about Roger Bacon is quite pertinent to our discussion:
'Thc scholastic doctors rlso, aftcr thc manner of the 8ncicnts, talkcd fincly about experience
as thc only safc guidc in thc visiblc world. But it bcgan and cndcd in talk; thcy did not find
a sinSlc fact in natural philosophy, thcy did not dctcrminc a singlc valuc of any astronomical

constant.'

This attitude begins to affect phonological studies as well. These differ sharply from
syntactic studies because of a simple combinatorial argument: when a natural
language is looked upon as a set of s€quences of phonemes, the number of its
(c) Bcavcrs nced

dams.

Dams are needed by bcavcrs.
Hcre Chomsky's intcrprctation problcm has cithcr disappearcd or changed cntirely. I maintain
thst, givcn such lcxical variation, thc'problem'discusscd by Chomsky doca not exist. Onc
should at best considcr it a phcnomcnon of non-local dcpcndency bctwcen e vcrb and thc

dctcrmincr of its objcct.
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of 50 (phonemes); but

when the same
language is considered. as a set
words, the generators are of the
order of 105 (words). As a consequence,
rists of combinatioi'.
pr,"".",es from
many languages have been regurariy compired
and anarysed, but "i
syntacticians have
never thought it possible.to accumulate
significant data in the lorm of large lists
of
combinations

"ird;;;r;f

of words, i.e. lists of

senten-ces

;fi'resitancy
in the face of large amounts of data is unjustified;
", "a;;;;;;;;i;;;;:
note that the size of such lists

would be considerabry smater than the nurb..
of pictures t"t"" o"ifi fiom uubbre
chambers and analysed-by physicists (Gross
1975). Chomsky & Halte 196g and
Lightner 1972 advocated recourse to systematic
data; but tr,. p.ogr.rriu. introduction by their students of unrimited variations
on the formalism may detach phonorogy from the empiricar studies that shourd
be triggered by the new theories. Today
there is no ronger any distinction between generative
syntax and a substantiar part
of generative phonorogy; the sole object oiboth
is symbolic."nip;L;;; of a few
well'known

facts, intended to show that the human
mind can be reduced to a
formal class of abstract automata. The universities
which trave uuiti tinguistic
departments with the
{, gf increasing knowledge about tanguage now find
themselves

equipped with. phirosophy d-epartments of
a strange speciarization,
perhaps not altogether desirable. Linjuistics
has vanished.
There are other reasons,.more sociorogicar than phirosophicar
or technicar, that
have led to this state of affairs in the domiin
of ringuistics. Emphasis on abstraction,

i'e.. on a purely abstract activity,.is an
o.ganired reaction
attitudes.which, mainry in the united statei,
"luinrt-i"tunior"t
rong kept psychologicar
(but not
linguistic) studies at a superficiar revel. Today'rt

is-cleai tr,"icir.-Jyt reaction
has had devastating effect and that he underestimated
the effect of his criticism,
perhaps more poremic than scientific.
His criticism, blindly accepted, over*r,eto,ea
the field, and set up generative linguistics as the
dominant scirooi. n parti.utu,
result is that any attempt
even proposar to cotect systematic data is'instanry
qualified as anti-theoretical,_orand eliminated
from what has been institutionarized as
linguistics' Such work woutd be criticized as
having no expranatory varue for any
significant problem in linguistics.
At the same time, linguists haveacquired a degreg
of snobbery that leads them to
prefer handling a prestige. vocabulary to painstiking
experimental work, Brilliant
dissertations, sprinkred with decorative symuors
ano equations, can be composed
on such deep themes as a determination oi
theoreticar and empiricar condition, tt at
should be rnet by Universar Grammar. Meanwhire,
the ingenuity and concentration
of efforts necessary to ctassify rarge numbers
of structures do not rend themselves
to the practices deveroped by pure theoreticians.
concrete effects of this attitude
are visible' Normaily, a speciarist who invents
some abstract mechanism shourd
propose some way to verify, its adequacy,
or verify it himserf; this can and shourd be
done by applying the mechanism io .ii ,.t.u"ni
parts of wefl-studied ranguages.
This elementary rure is armost never foilowed.
The justification of this system is
supposed to be identical to the division found
in physics between theoreticat and
applied or experimentar research. To the
ihut this view i, i.""r"gr"r, it
"*t"nt
might be justified by the enormous dimensions
of the domain, but it i, in no *ay
thinkabre for a fierd as narrow as Engrish syntax
or as ephemeral as trace theory; it
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takes onty a few hours to extract from a dictionary the verbs that have no passive. .
An experimental scientist is perfectly willing to spend a few weeks or more at such
an eiementary but essential task. Given this incredible rejection of experimental
work, the majority of studies publishqd so far in gcnerative linguistics would never
have had aocess to international journals, if specialists in natural sciences had
evaluated them.
'Io conclude this discussion of dogma in GG, let us note that generative linguists
seem trapped in the dilemma of the chicken and th€ egg (Popper 1963:47)' They

insist constantly on the truism that accumulating data without prior ideas or
theories is a senseless activity, hence the necessity to elaborate theories first. This
type of criticism has been applied to the taxonomy of linguistic forms; but if it had
been applied to biology or physics, Hooke would have been forbidden to look into
his microscope, or nuclear physicists to use particle acc€lerators, Fortunately, such
questions arc rais€d only rarely by working scientists. A scientist who accepts the
theories of elcctromagnetism and of bubble nucleation will nevertheless search
literally millions of images in ordcr to find particles for which he has no theory.
Nobody will deny that theories are necessary in science, not even firm behaviorists.
But the result of adherence to the pseudo-Cartesianism that gives anteriority or
innateness to theories has been that none of the many generative theories proposed
$o far has been used to explore a given language (English' for example) as completely as possible. Linguists have been totally unaware ofthe converse oftheir rule,
a truly Cartesian rule: there is no Possible theory without concomitant accumula'
tion of data.
5. Mrrnnurncll LrNcursrrcs. Studies in mathematical linguistics constitute
an important ideological background for GG, for they permit linguistics to be
ptaced on the same rank as physics on some evolutionary scale that values theories
with respect to their level of abstraction. Once the relevance of such studies is
acccpted, they indirectly justify recourse to an unlimited range of formal devices.
Thus their evaluation will complete my discussion of GG.
Since Chomsky's studies on the classification of formal languages, the power of
formal grammars has been largely identified with their adequacy in descriptive
syntax. Various qu$tions can be raised about this now common way of thinking.r{
In particular, various applications of undecidability theorems were carried out in
the early {ays of mathematical linguistics. Their interpretation has been questioned
by Chomsky himself (1965:60-62). Nonetheless, the notion of undecidability has
penneated thc reasoning ofmany generative linguists, and is still influencing them
by encouraging a search for formal developments.
One of the main uses of undecidability theorems in GG concerns the deletion of
strings, as commoniy used in s!,ntactic analysis. There have always been discussions
about the validity of analysis by ellipsis in grammar. Deleted strings cannot always
r. For tliC corractncss of adcquscy proofs, scc Gross (1972:125-8). Insofar 8s automatic
syntactic lridlysis is conccrned; analysers havc always used variants of contcxt-frec (CF)
granrrnars wilh a certain degree ef success (from thc syntactic point of view, but not in planncd
applications). In lhe same way, thc notational variant of CF grammars proposed by Harman
t963 sccms adequate at the descriptive level, at lcast for English; for Frcnch, the Srammar
Gffcctivcly constructed by Salhoff 1973 is a convincing

prool'cftkc potentialities ofCF grammars.
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be defined as certain sequences

ofwell-determined words; reconstruction is possible,
but only up to a paraphrase. For example, sentence 29a must sometimes
be analysed
as a reduction of 29b:

(29) a. Max loves wine.
b. Max loves to drink wine.
But then the question is: why delete to drink rather than to degusrate,
to swallow,
or to gulp, or even to drink ofyn, to consume regurarry etc.? In faJt,
there is no upper
limit on the length of the st?ings that can be reconstructed to make expricit
the

usual meaning of 29a.r5
Because of deletion rules, transformations have the form --+ y,
r
with no rength
condition on x and y. The class of transformational grammars is-thus
equivalent
to the class of semi-Thue systems. In other terms, natuiar ranguages
are recursivery
enumerable languages of the most general kind. whence an impoitant
for GG:
if analyses by ellipsis could be restricted, perhaps even eliminatedidea
artogether,
natural languages would be mathematically more specific.ro
From an empirical point of view, the only deletions that have been
accepted by
all linguists are deletions of grammatical morphemes (prepositions, articles
etc.);
ellipsis of complex strings remains controversial. But itis
iuite oifficutt to draw a
dividing line between the two types of deletions. At the same time,
allowing even
small amounts of deletion in a class of recursive grammars changes
the cless to the
general class of recursively enumerable grammars. Thus
the betiit in the validity of
such arguments, namely the beliefin the relevance ofthe general
notion ofrecursivity to the description of natural language, has led various authors to abandon
all
analyses by deletion.l?
This state of affairs appears to have red chomsky and his foilowers
to give up
practically all transformational descriptions, and to replace
them by phrase-struc_
ture analyses, in which relations ofinterpretation are defined tt ,pi.iry
the meaning of the forms. An example of this move is the following: s€ntence
"t
30a is usually
derived transformationally from a source tike 30b:

(30) a. Max told Leo to leave.
b. Max told Leo that he should leave.
A rule called Equi-Np Deletion reduces 30b to 30a, if the two Np's (r,eo and
he)
are coreferential. But it now seems that, in order t<i eliminate the
det;tion process
from the grammar of Engrish, 30a wil be generated by phrase-structure
rures, and
an interpretation rule will state that I*o and not Max must be understood
as
rt In different contexts, the meaning
of 29a may changc considerably. If Max is a waiter who
gets higher tips when he serves wine, it wiil mean
'Mai roves to (scil + serve) wine,'
rc Detailed studies
have been performed by Peters & Ritchie tg73 on the definition
offormal
constrainls on deletions. Particular constraints allow certain analyses
by eltipsis, and at the same
time restrict thc class of natural ranguages. Noneaheress, deretions of a, generar
kind scem
unavoidable, and the amount of material to be deleted then goes well
beyond the limirations
that would render strictry recursive ahe gramm.us for naturar ranguages (Gouet
1976).
r? It miSht be feasible
to organize the rcconstructible sequence into an ordered graph in which
only minimal elements could be erascd; or one could attempt to define equivalence
ielations on
the scts of reconstructed sequences, such constructions might sorve ihe difficulty,
but no
attention has ever been paid to these possiblc solutions.
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subject aftoleaue.Theadvantagesorinconveniencesofthisnewtypeofdescription
are not known. As is generally the casc with every theoretical'advance'in GG,
only a severely limited numbr of exantples have been worked out. This precludes
any significant comparison or discussion that would go beyond the sterile and by
now routine controversies. The only clear point is that a deletion has been elimin'
ated, which should bring the CLASS oF FoRMAL 6RAMMARS FOR NATURAL LANGUAGES
closer to the strictly recursive processes.
The following formal example shows clearly the difference that I wish to point
out, between arguments made on cLAssEs oF GRAMMAR5 and arguments made on
SpEcrFtC GRAMMARS. Consider the specific grammar which contains context'sensitive
(CS) rules that generate the language {xcr :x e {4, D}*}, on the one hand, and the

following transformational rule, on the other:
(31) xcx --> xcoi x : uu, t, + E (E is the null string)'
This rule deletes initial u ofthe second occurrence ofx, but not the entire r. Adding
this particular rule to the CS grammar does not change it into an undecidable semiThue system. Also, the (unbounded) deleted string u is trivially reconstructible.
Note that this example is not linguistically unreal, since it comes close to formalizing
certain conjunction reductions. Thus no problem arises in terms of the specific
grammar, whereas allowing this type of deletion for the whole class of CS grammars
will certainly entail undecidability in the general case.
I emphasize that I am not trying to show that various notions of formal grammars
arc irrelevant to linguistics. On the contrary, I think such concepts (and others
belonging to the algebraic theory of languages) should be mastered by every
linguist. In the same way that trigonometry is studied by future navigation omcers,
differential equations by bridge engineers, etc., formal languages should constitute
the main abstract background for linguists.
What I have tried to show in this section is that, in mathematical linguistics as well
as in language studies, linguists have not directed their efforts at building and
studying particular grammars, but at looking for abstract constraints on whole
classes

of grammars.

6. CoxclustoN. Therc is no doubt that this critique will, for certain readers, take
on the appearance of a principled attack against new ideas; but the basic tenets of
GG are now twenty years old. I wish only to remind the reader that respect for some
older fundamental principles could have avoided many difficulties.
There is a whole tradition that considers linguistics an activity that should result

in discovery of new epistemological frameworks or of illuminating revolutionary
programs; this activity is closely related to construction of universal languages and
of symbolic codes that would represent all languages with marvelous compactness.
One can name many linguists who invested a lot of energy in such attempts, and
who belonged to various philosophical traditions. Our most remarkable contemporaries in this respect are Marr with his reductionism and his four elements, and
the numerous linguists who set up Saussure as a savior as a result of his apocryphal
Course. Although one of the greatest Indo-Europeanists, Saussure was credited
with the decisive'discovery' of the arbitrariness of signs (analysed much more
clearly in the Port Royal Ingtc, by the way); another component of his fame is the
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celebrated dichotomy between synchrony
and diachrony, which acted rike pure
magic: not the faintest arguments have
blen adduced to support it. Fin4'y, ret us
recail Hjermsrev and his grossemati"s, *r,or"1imple-minded
formarism (the rediscovery of Boorean
for
kindergarten) permitted specuration
.argebra^
about
language guite independently
of any auu. Iiappears that
imprinted with these mysticat aspects i**Jitnqua_the!much generative work is
tr
meltpqg,"g&lrnue!of _logical or programming^languagJj triggeri,
rn.qrg_A$ds_glf plolgssiolqbr s
compulsive feeting of satisfactiol. Amo;;
tingu,rtr, thrs unhearthy feeting is
reinlorced by i berief that such mechanisris
exprain, in some deep (and as yet
unfathomabre) fashion,. the.functioning
of human thought. And this berief is
supported by the materiaristic lature oi
the expranation:lt i, ,uggr.rco that the
formulas have a neuro-psychological translation,
atttrough there is not even the
beginning of any prausibre argument to ruppo.i
tt i, n.*'rn.tuprryri.r'inrur..'nor.

1977:1374t).
In this way, some ord respectable domains
of linguistic research have died such a
d^eath that it is not crear, at present,
in what form modern studies can be resuscitated.
If most of the intetectuar investment made in formaristic
,li"ii"g'*"* ," u.
abandoned, then niany empirical p_roblems
of significant ,ir. .;;l;-; uplro""t
and solved' I have mentioned a few of them
"O
ih"t h"u, deep roots in ranguage
phenomenology.

As in ail sciences, linguistil investigation must generate
newer
questions, suggesting less and ress sketch!
theories. onry such an approach permits
pro^gress in knowledge about language;
itclearly has no relation to current
exercises

in formal logic.
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